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Marina is a professional tailor with 25 years experience in both teaching
and working in the fashion industry. She continues to provide educational
resources for everyone wanting to learn professional tailoring
techniques. Her patterns are available through frocksandfrolics.com
whilst the academy.frocksandfrolics.com  provides the online  resourses
and sewing courses to match.

Sew & View Free Online Classes

Frocks & Frolics
Paris Jacket

Welcome to the wonderful world of sewing! Make this beautiful Bolero jacket with a little help from
Frocks & Frolics.  Watch the detailed video covering all aspects of sewing and preparation. Then
use the comprehensive guide to work at your pace and learn a few tricks of the trade as well.
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Design Options
The jacket gives you many options to create different looks. The classic Bolero ends just below the chest
and is a beautiful addition to a dress or high waisted skirt. For jeans and a casual look, I would add the hem
frill which extends the Bolero to dropped waist length. Please note, that the main fabric is referred to as
outer or shell fabric. The lining is also referred to as contrast.

Create your own look and share it with us in the Facebook group, as it is always an inspiration to see what
everyone creates!
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The classic fitted sleeve has an
optional slit in the back. Alternatively
you can turn the cuffs up or simply
leave them down.

You can work with a contrast or keep
it simple for a stylish look.

For a playful look add the ruffle.
Particularly for that ‚oldie worldie’
look with a dash of Victorian added, it
is just perfect.

Cuteness overload alert!

If your girl adores frills and fancy
dress, she will love this version with
hem and sleeve frill!
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How much Fabric do I need ?

The measurements below are based on a fabric width of 140 cm (54 inches). Fabrics  with a width of 110 cm
(43 inches) will take double the amount of fabric for the shell!  For the ruffle in the contrast fabric, you
can use either width. With so many options, it is easier to look at the different styles to determine the
fabric use.
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140 cm / 54 inches 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-10 10-12

Shell (outer Fabric) 40 cm
16”

43 cm
17”

46 cm
18”

48 cm
19”

70 cm
28”

75 cm
24”

80 cm
32”

85 cm
34”

90 cm
36”

Contrast lining/Ruffles 70 cm
12”

70 cm
12”

70 cm
12”

 72 cm
29”

 80 cm
32”

87 cm
35”

95 cm
37”

100 cm
40”

110 cm
44”

1.   Jacket with Hem and Sleeve Ruffle

Use these layout plans to cut the shell, contrast lining and contrast ruffle.

Layout Plan: Age 1-6 Layout Plan: Age 7-12
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Notions
Matching thread two reels

Buttons Up to three buttons:  2.2 cm in diameter

Iron on Interfacing 1/3 of a yard/meter

Layout Plan
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Fold the ruffle lengthways in half. Insert two rows of gather stitches along the edge. The first row should
sit just slightly less than footh-width from the rough edge. The second, foot-width from the first line of
stitching. Make sure the stitch length is set to 5/6. Place the sleeve lining into the ruffle and pin together
where the seams meet. You can now see, how much of the fabric will have to be gathered.

Always sew from the inside of the sleeve, it is the only way to easily access this area, especially for the
smaller sizes. Turn the sleeve, pull the lining into the shell and press well.
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Sleeve: With a Ruffle

First, close the sleeve seam in both contrast and  shell fabric. Fold the ruffle width-ways in half and close
the seam. Iron the seam allowances apart.

Gather until the ruffle fits the lining. Secure the threads by wrapping them around a pin, in a figure of 8.
Pin the layers and then place the shell sleeve over the top. The right sides of the lining and shell sleeve need
to be facing each other.
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To insert the hem ruffle, the front lining and shell are closed along the collar and the center front. Leave
the hem open completely. This enables you to under stitch the center front, adding stability to the front
piece. It also prevents the lining from rolling out.
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Before you put in the sleeves, secure the back neckline. Put both seam allowances which face into the jackets
on top of each other and topstitch along the edge. That way they cannot move anymore. Close the side seams
and insert the sleeves. Now to the gorgeous ruffle! Fold the ruffle lengthways in half and close on either
side. Turn and insert two gather stitches to the rough top edge.

Attach the ruffle to the shell hem of the jacket with the right sides facing each other. Distribute your
gathers evenly. Topstitch right in the center of the two gather stitches. Finally we are using the ‚bagging’
method to close the hem. Put the hem edges on top of each other with the jacket ‚bagged’ in.

Inserting a Hem Ruffle
The hem ruffle makes the jacket longer and I absolutely love the look
of it. Of course you can use this sequence of assembly even without a
ruffle. In this example the sleeves are put in before the hem is closed.
Therefore, you need a turning gap. If you leave them to the last step,
then no turning gap is required.

Leave a turning gap. Close the hem and cut back the seam allowances. Turn and lightly press. Slip stitch the
opening gap. Done!
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Our Facebook Group Join us  and have some fun sewing and chatting

If at any point while sewing this pattern you run into trouble and need helpful tips, find the ‘Frocks &
Frolics Sewing Circle’ on Facebook.
I have got to know so many of you through the group and its making the job of creating patterns such
an enjoyable task. Your comments telling me you appreciate the detail and work that goes into making
a pattern, which fits super and looks great too, is what keeps me going! But remember if you run into
problems and tell me about it, I can make my patterns even better! So thank you for all your support.
Below I wanted to share some of the fantastic makes by you, to inspire you to learn sewing for ‘reals’,
as my son would say. This time it is the new pattern!
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 Just a few of the beautiful jackets we made during testing!

A big thank you to all my testers, who made this project run so smoothly! Particular thanks to Issariya
and Frieda for not only giving great feedback but also taking such gorgeous photographs.
Many thanks to Stephanie, Rabia, Anna, Ummu und Dora for their support and feedback. A special shout
out to Susanne who has inspired us all, to add some tulle to the ruffles, what an awesome idea!
I can’t wait to see more of your ideas.  When you post on Instagram please add  #frocksandfrolicsparis
@frocksandfrolics.

THANK YOU!

https://www.facebook.com/groups/733648706761805/

